JMP Student Conferences

The following is a partial list of conferences at which JMP MS students have presented their research.

American Medical Students Association Region X Conference
American Medical Women’s Association
American Public Health Association
American Society for Reproductive Medicine National Conference
American Society on Aging's West Coast Regional Conference on Aging
Bay Area International Health Conference
Bixby International Health Conference
Centering Health Care Institute National Conference
Global Health Education Consortium
Harvard University Law Students for Choice
Human Rights Center Fellowship Conference and Poster Session
Indian National Bioethics Conference
Institute for the Study of Social Change Seminar
Medical Students for Choice
Native Research Network Meeting
Society for Adolescent Health and Medicine
UC Berkeley Center for Latin American Studies Student Research Symposium
UC Berkeley Human Rights Center Fellows Conference
UC Berkeley School of Public Health Student Research Poster Session
UCSF Dean’s Summer Research Fellowship Poster Session
UCSF- Fresno Special Wednesday Series(Hospital Wide Grand Rounds)
US Mexico Border – Center of Excellence – Consortium Conference
Violence Prevention Conference
Women’s Health Forum / American Medical Women’s Association Annual Meeting
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